
Monday 6th July 2020 

Home Learning Activities for Holly Class 

Subject Activity Extension 

Maths This week we are going to be looking at measuring mass. Today we are looking 

at measuring mass in grams. 

 

Here is a link to today’s lesson video: https://vimeo.com/432483400 

 

Complete the worksheet alongside the video. The worksheet can be found on 

the blog.  

 

 
 

English Prepare to shrink to the size of an ant! 

In this film-themed week, explore characters and settings from a completely 

different viewpoint. Enjoy some wild adventures, dramatic escapes and see 

everyday objects as you’ve never seen them before! 

 

Imagine that you are one of the children in the clip. 

You desperately need to get Dad/Mr Szalinski’s 

attention and ask for his help.  

https://vimeo.com/432483400


Talk about/look up synonyms (words that mean the same) for the word small. 

Create a chart or poster with all your words. You can use colour and bubble- 

writing if you like to help make the words more memorable. 

You will be able to use some of these words throughout this week in your 

writing. 

Watch this clip: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YK36O47scjI 

 
Warning! Alongside some of the clips viewed this week, there may appear 

advertisements for related film clips. Some of these are inappropriate and should be 

avoided. It is essential that parents monitor that children are remaining on the listed 

page only and are keeping safe online. 

 

Retell what has happened in the clip to an adult.  

 

Imagine that in the attic, you have found a giant pencil 

with which to write him a letter or note, pleading for 

help – and fast! 

Think about including the following: 

− Dear Dad / Mr Szalinski 

− a retelling of what has happened 

− a description of yourself now (you could use some of 

your words meaning ‘small’) 

− a description of how the world looks around you now 

− a plea for help 

− where you might wait for Dad /Mr Szalinski to find 

you 

− from/love one of the children (Nick, Amy, Russ or 

Ron). 

Remember to keep reading over your letter to check it 

makes sense. Check for spelling and punctuation too!  

 

Now read it aloud to someone in your house, putting on 

your best pleading voice – remember, you are desperate 

for help! 

SPAG For the remaining weeks of term, we are going to have a Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation focus. 

Today’s focus is nouns. Watch this video clip to remind you of what a noun is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkE8vV5DNhk 

Remember that a noun is a person, place or thing. 

 

Complete this activity: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YK36O47scjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkE8vV5DNhk


 
 

Geography Today, I would like you to look at the photos on the slides below and decide if 

the photo is of Kenya or England. You can talk about your decisions with your 

grown up, remember to talk about why you think it is Kenya or England. 

Watch this video clip about the life of a child in Kenya: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgmn34j 

 

Whilst watching it think about these questions:  

1. What is similar to my life in the UK? 

2. What might be different? Why? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgmn34j


Stilling 

Time 

Helping others is a great way to make you and others feel good! Today I would like you to help your grown up at home by doing a job for 

them. There are lots of things you can do at home to be helpful. Here are some examples: helping sort the washing, tidying up toys or 

helping to look after a younger brother or sister. Once you’ve helped your grown up, take a moment to think about how you feel now 

you’ve helped someone. 
 





 


